WUC welcomes ACU conference invasion
Representatives from WLU will attend the
regional conference of the Association of ColInternational to be held at the
lege Unions
Coronet Motor Hotel and WLU. today through
to Sunday. They will attend seminars and workshops to discuss the cultural, social, recreational and educational programs provided by college unions.
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Directors of SUBOG will be the official

delegates representing WLU at the conference.
These members will be Kathy Ast. Bob Honey.

Bill Nichol, Orma

Daynard,

Layzell.

Bob

Page

and Bob

The local conference committee which is

putting the actual conference together consists
of Dennis Pettit for printing and publicity,
Boyd Simpson for entertainment, Mary Stewrat
for registration-reception, Judy Hymmen, the
secretary, Jim Griffiths, the business manager,

for transportation and tours. Nancy
hotel liason, Jenny Macklin for
favours. Bill Hogarth for speakers, and Brian
Currah the workshop chairman.
Assisting the aforementioned are: Sue
Piercy. Dennis Adair. Mary Ledlow, Taffy Keegaw and Russ Mowteith.
Mr. Fred Nichols and Stephen Little will
host the conference. The majority of schools
ufill be from N.Y. State. The presence of the
delegates from large student union organizations which fully incorporate cultural, social,
and recreational programs in their larger
buildings may help the progression of the new
SUB on the campus of WLU.

Bill

Hooper

Brown for

The Steering Committee of the conference
was formed late last fall. Meetings were held
throughout the winter and summer months to
plan the theme and workshop topics. Starting
this Friday, the results of all the work and
planning of the steering Committee will appear:
the 18th Annual Conference Region II Association of College Unions International.
The Steering Committee must be commended for their great work. Members of the committee are from many areas in region 11. Stephen Little, Chairman of the conference heads
the committee, and other members are Miss
Wini Bos, U. of Rochester, Miss Rea From: the
U. of Buffalo, Mr. Tom Staab. Rochester Institute of Technology, and Robert McVittie.
S.U.N Y. of Genesco, N.Y.
The many universities represented by the
Steering Committee alone show great variance.
Approximately 70 universities, mostly from
N.Y. Slate will send delegates: from four to six
people for each school.
Ontario has seventeen universities and
twelve of the seventeen will be represented.
Among the twelve will be Brock U., Guelph,
U. of Waterloo and Western. Quebec will send
McGill, Sir George Williams and Loyola.
WLU and Canada can be proud that the
conference and the results of discussion will
be realized here in Waterloo. Everyone at the
conference will be stimulated to thought of
student union work by WLU hosts and the
theme: "Todays Challenges, tomorrows changes."
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Six bands, one classical violinist
headline homecoming entertainment
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Six bands

NO. 5

and

one classical

during the intermission for non-

violinist head the action for

stop

Homecoming '66, November 3,
4, & 5.
WUC's big fall weekend kicks
off Thursday night with a mammoth animal dance. Scan and
Jay, and the Majesties, imported from N.Y. will be backed up
by the Big Town Boys. The
Thanes will fill the music gap

evening.
Only $1.25 per animal!
Friday night, the Alumni Association carries the ball. In a
change of style (from last year's
Oscar Peterson) the Alumni will
present the internationally re-

entertainment the

whole

nouned Israeli violinist, Ishmael

Ashkanazy. Tickets are available

from the Alumni association for
all you culture seekers.
Homecoming Parade heads up
Saturday's whirl. It promises to
surpass the 23 float entry of last
year's enthusiastic crowd.
Immediately following the Parade, a giant Barbeque will, be
served in the quardrangle for
$1.00 each.
Football follows when the
Hawks meet RMC at Seagram's
Stadium for what's sure to be
exciting for all true WUOers.
Saturday evening's elegant for-

photo by McManus

POPE WINS ELECTION. C.E.O. Mary Stewart takes another
ballot in Wednesday's election. For story, see page 3.

TommyHawk

has
a new mother hen
The Winter Carnival '67 Committee announces the appointment of Carl Young as Chairman
Of the committee. Carl is a
fourth year business student at
WUC. He has participated on the
Carnival Committee for the past
two years and is already anticipating this coming carnival.
He said that the entertainment
will be on a higher level of. quality and many new decisions are
already pending.
A new approach prompted by
last year's hierarchy shall be
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put into effect. The Winter Carnival Queens were questioned
concerning Winter Carnival and
the few criticisms expressed
will be corrected.
The first meeting of the whole
Carnival Committee was held on
Wednesday, Oct. 12. Work has
already begun on certain committees and Winter Carnival
takes on an early start.
Winter Carnival this year is to
be held on the last weekend in
January, from Wednesday, Jan.
25, until Saturday, January 28.

mal "A Sentimental Journey"
will close the weekend. Three
rooms will be used, each with a
band of a different bent. The
Bob Minns Orchestra will provide music in the TA, while Bob
Hamilton's Latin Brass will offer a "Tijuana" effect in the
Dining Hall. Barry Wills' Trio
will hold the spotlight in the West
Hall Recreation Room.
Nominations for the title of
Campus Queen will remain open
until October 24. Five names
must sign the nomination slips.
This year students at WUC will
have a say in the selection of
the Queen. On October 26 a student poll will be held in the
SUB to vote on the beauty aspect of the entrants. This poll
will count 20% of the total mark
in this year's contest. Freshettes may not be nominated for
the title.
July Welch, a former Miss
Toronto and now head of the
Judy Welch Modelling Agency
will act as one of the judges for
the event.
Elaine Cole, popular hostess
of the CKCO-TV show by the
same name and fairy godmother
to a raft of WUC student events
will officiate as the other prominant female members of the
panel.

Steve Little, President of Student Council and Dick Taylor,
Director of Information will be
the reps of the male element
on campus.
Entry forms for the queens
are available from Al Farber or
in the Homecoming Queens mailbox in the SUB.

—
Undergrad scholarship
programme revised
HOMECOMING '65

East Hall's Winning Float

Dr. Villaume has announced
a change in the awarding of proficiency incentive scholarships to
first, second and third year students. Previously those entering
WUC from grade thirteen on
matriculation scholarships with
an average of at least 75% in
four subjects were the only ones
eligible to apply for further proficiency scholarships. Under the
new system of awarding these
scholarships, they will be given
to the ten students with the highest averages in first year, the
ten with the highest in the second year and the five with the
highest in the third year whether
or not these students were previous matriculation scholarship
winners.
These scholarships entitle the
holder to one years' free tuition
at WUC.

Of the five third year students
who received proficiency scholar-

ships this fall, under the new
plan, three were not previous
matriculation scholarship recipiants. The percentage of previous

non-holders

matriculation
scholarships who received proof

ficiency second or third year
scholarships increased considerably.
Df. Villaumme has announced
that at a meeting of the Board
of Governors on October 11, an
incentive scholarship for the preliminary year -was established.
This will give the student with
the highest percentage in that
year, providing it is at least
75%. the same opportunity as a
grade thirteen student entering
the first year with a matriculation scholarship. Barry Heath
was the recipient of this year's

award. Barry, who was in the
adult special last year, obtained
an average of 85%
the highest average in the institution.

—
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Naked ladies yet!

Gazette

accused of pornography

London Morality Squad officers were called in to investigate charges of obscenity in the
October 14 issue of the Western
Gazette.
An anonymous letter to the

London Free Press complained
of a pornographic picture on
Page 5 of the college newspaper. The photo in question is of
a young woman, reclining in the
nude.

The letter said, in part:
"It's a disgrace that such dirt
should be printed."
No charges were laid by the
police. The paper was released
as usual on Friday for student
readers.
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To the Graduating Class
all Faculties
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-
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Rewarding Careers
are opsn for a limited number of graduates
as Manpower Service Officers in the
challenging new field of

MANPOWER
The newly created Federal

Department of Manpower
end Immigration has been
assigned the task of achieving
better and more efficient use
Of our manpower resources
to match the supply and
demand for manpower in
specific localities and occupations and make provision
for changes.
As a part of this plan we
require a number of University
graduates, Interested In
working with people, who

...

will be located In Manpower
Centres throughout Ontario.
They will assess the potential

0f employees and the needs
©f employers and endeavour
to bring the two together in

the most efficient way. But
CVen more important, they
W ill assist employees to attain
their maximum potential either
through re-training or
assistance in geographical
mobility.
No written examination Is
required and successful

_

applicants will have the
satisfaction of knowing that

tnev are making a significant
contribution to the prosperity

..The -Girls

cf the r fellow Canadians and
of Canada as a whole.
Remuneration and
opportunities for advancement
are comparable to those
offered by business and
Industry.
Interviews will be held
shortly in your area. For
further information see your
University Placement Officer.

'

■
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Sin, in the end

bringeth forth Death

DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AND IMMIGRATION

%
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But so does Life!
e^>
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FORWELL'S VARIETY
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features

v
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HAZEL BISHOP'S
AUTUMN HARVEST of COSMETIC VALUES
(Savings up to 32%)

I

LIPSTICK (6 shades)
NAIL ENAMEL (6 shades)
COMPACT MAKE-UP (5 shades)
LIQUID MAKE-UP (5 shades)
BRUSH 'N BLUSH (3 shades)
EYE SHADOW (4 shades)
FORMULA 77 HAIR SPRAY n7«*s.)
NAIL POLISH REMOVER (4% ozs.)

RETAIL PRICE
1.25
.65

1.2s
2.50
1.00

1.2s
1.39

59

SPECIAL PRICE

.85
.45
.85

JO
1.75
.85
.99
.49

SEE OUR SPECIAL AUTUMN HARVEST DISPLAY AT FORWELL'S VARIETY

(University & King)
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How to succeed at parking
without breaking the rules
Woolner
Those students who are new
to this university this year, and
who drive cars, may appreciate
knowing where they may and
may not park. On campus there
are five lots which are strictly
reserved for staff and faculty.
The firs-t is the lot by bhe dining halt. The one by bhe arts
building is also reserved as are
$he two by the library which
have a common entrance off
Albert Street. The parking lot
by Willison Hall is also "out of
bounds" for student cars.
However, students may park
in bhe lot in front of the TA, bhe
left hand side of the driveway
leading back to the mens' residences and the two lots by bhe
mens' residences. They may also
park in the lot in front of South
Hall. Student parking is also
permitted on the open field east
of bhe Womens' Residence.
Another lot is on the far eastern corner of the campus and
its entrance is from King Street.
Student drivers will also be
glad to know that they may park
behind bhe chain in St. Michael's
church-yard. The front part of
this lot, however, is reserved for
the use of church functions during the day.
TORONTO: Finding frost on the
windows of your car these mornings??? Better make sure you
clear it off before you start
by Robert

position

to give

the driver a

clear view of the roadway in
the rear, other than through the
rear window.
Drivers found in violation will
be liable to fines of not less than
$10, nor more than $100. Their
licenses may also be suspended
for a 30-day period.
TORONTO: October 6 Although
the new law, concerning stopping for schoolbuses, has been
in effect for over a month, reports coming in to the Ontario
Department of Transportation
indicate that the new law needs
emphasizing. There is still confusion in the minds of some
motorists.
The new rules are realty not
too different from the old law
in that for eight years vehicles
following were required to stop
and vehicles approaching were
required to slow down when a
school bus was stopped with

-

flashing lights.
The only change in the law
is that approaching vehicles

must now stop too

. . . with one

exception:
Approaching vehicles are not
required to stop where traffic
travelling in opposite direction
is separated by a physical barrier such as a paved curb, a guard
rail or an unpaved median.
The school bus stopping law
does not apply where the speed
limit is 35 mph or less.

driving.

Effective October 1, it is an
offence in Ontario to drive a
motor vehicle on bhe highway
unless bhe windshield, windows
on either side of bhe driver and
the rear window provide a clear
view of the roadway and vehicles
approaching from either direction. The provision respecting the
rear window does not apply
where the motor vehicle is
equipped wifch a mirror securely
attached bo the vehiole in a

Problems Discussed
Indian

at IESG

The Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada will hold its first
study session at 7:30 p.m., on
Thursday,
1966,
October 27,
in Room 164 of the Biology
Building at the U of W. The
agenda will include: (1) A report on the Canadian Indian
Youth Council Congress, held at
the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, October 8, 9, 10, 1966 by
University of Waterloo representatives to the Congress, Mr.
Stephen Flott. (2) A report on
the Fifth Annual Seminar of the
Institute of Iroquonian Studies,
held at McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ont, on October 22,
1966. (3) A discussion erf the direction to be taken by the Indian and Eskimo Study Group in
its future study sessions. (4) A.
look at the CBC Publication,
"The Way of the Indian."
Membership is non-restrictive;
the lESG welcomes and encourages involvement of all persons
who might have something to
add to or to gain from participation in the lESG's study program. The lESG's objective is
to educate and enlighten not only the group but the community
as a whole concerning the contemporary problems of the Indians and Eskimos of Canada
(by means of study seminars,
special speakers,
etc.)
films,
Meetings of the Indian and Eskimo Study Group will be held
every second Thursday evening
commencing October 27, 1966.

Judicial body
seeks jurymen
by John Morris
During the past two weeks the
Judicial Committee at WUC has
started to take shape. Because
we are a relatively small group

on campus, we have been very
satisfied with the response to
last weeks advertisement in the
Cord, however, we still require
a greater response from the
Freshman Class.
It is only through the Freshman on this campus and their
support and interest in Student
affairs that we can hope for success this year and in future
years. Student activities are a
part of campus life and we hope
that you will not deprive yourselves of the enjoyment of them
because of the fear of becoming
involved. Student activities of
all sorts are a part of our college education. You don't write
an exam in "Activities 20" but
the experience gained through
involvement will be an aid to
you in the future.
The plans for this years Judtrip
icial Committee include
to Supreme Court and balks by
people active in judicial proceedings
especially those concerning students. Education of
the student body as to the organization and purposes of bhe
Judicial Committee along with
constitutional work and dealing
wibh any cases which arise will
make up the bulk of our work
for the year.
Next Wed. Students Council
will elect the Defence Attorney
and bhe jurors for the year so
that after next week we will be
able bo start functioning as a
complete committee. We are all
looking forward to a profitable
and informative year with the
hope that this years Judicial
Committee will be the most successful ever.

—

Election results
Well, the elections were more
or less a success. I say more or
less because the 1001 voters
who turned out at the polls
were too few. They only represent 50% of bhe entire school

Eskimo

Conference

3
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population.

Richard Urdahl
of Purdue visits
WUC campus
The
Rev. Richard Urdahl,
campus pastor at Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana,
will visit our campus Wednes-

day and Thursday, October 26
and 27. He will speak in the
chapel services at 10 a.m. bobh
days and be available for dialogue in bhe Torque room or the
University Pastor's office during
the day. He will join the students in the dining hall for his

meals.
Wednesday evening, at 7:30
p.m., Chaplain Urdahl will speak
on the subject, "The Four Op-

of Freedom" under bhe
sponsorship of bhe Faith and
Life Council. AH those interested in participating in a dialogue
on bhe problem of freedom are
invited to meet in room 201.
Chaplain Urdahl attended public schools at Bozeman, Montana;
received his B.A. from Luther
College, Deeorah, Iowa; from
Montana State University in
Bozeman, Montana, B. Th. from
Luther Theological Seminary,
St. Paul, Minnesota; and advanced studies at the University of
tions

Chicago Theological Seminary
and Chicago Lutheran Theological Seminary. Before coming to
Purdue University four years
ago, he served a parish in Wil-

liston, North Dakota.

From now on let's try bo get
it between 75 and 100%. After
ail, bhe role you. the students,
play as citizens in this school,
will have a great deal of bearing
on the role you will be playing
as Canadian Citizens.
One person, does deserve a
pat on bhe back for the tremendous amount of work she put
into bhe elections: Mary Stewart, the Chief Electorial Officer. Great Job, Mary!
480
Pope. P.C.
38 seats
237
Costa, N.D.P.
19 seats
Reid, Lib.
259
21 seats
Spoiled Votes
25

—— ———
——
—

Good votes

976

PC's stress youth
Mr. Tony Vinberg. president
of bhe PCSF of Canada addressed a gathering of WLU political
buffs last Tuesday, October 18.
Emphasis was placed on the
student bodies' effecbiven ess
when acting as an autonomous
force. Students can make their
presence felt. Everyone wants
to be part of the Pepsi generation. The role of the Canadian
Political youth he said, "is to
represent the ideas of youth in
the party, not give the party one
to the students."
He said, "the PCSF supports
Mr. Camps fight for democratization. We represent a force of
change, representing our generation rather than rejuvenating
the old cliches.

photo by Vair

LAST WEEKEND over 150 students from this college boarded
the train for Montreal and the Loyola football game. "High
spirits" were evident during the entire weekend, and a good
time was had by all.
In the above photo, the Hawk supporters can be seen
"whooping it up" with a little Bunny Hopping down the isle
of the train. Oh for the life of a conductor!

Now we're subjected to
computer-controlled fun
Wednesday evening, from 5:00
—7:00, third year business students meet in classrooms in Willison Hall to make corporate decisions. Developed by McMaster
University in Canada, the business game utilizes an electronic
computer to simulate an industry (obolopoly) in which a few
are manufacturing
companies
and marketing.
Dr. A. Szendrovits developed
bhe McMaster University game.
He earne to Waterloo, October 6
to explain how the game worked. Since then, six corporations
with presidents, vice presidents,
comptrollers and other distinguished company officials have
been working as management

teams.

Meetings of the executives are
usually quite strenuous as agreement is difficult. Marketing and
production vice-presidents disagree about how much product
should be produced. The personnel director does not know how
many people to hire until production and marketing people

departments are co-ordinated in

such a fashion as bo make a
profit for bhe company. The president tries to keep order and
serenity, and present the company's decisions to the office of

the Administration, Professor W.
P. Albright.
Decisions made are sent to the
computer at McMaster. The following week resulbs come back
and bhe corporations find out if
their decisions gave them profits or losses. New decisions are
made and the competition to
gain sales continues.
The business game draws together concepts learned in the
different business courses showing their necessary interdependency. It develops decision making ability and shows, to some
extent, the pressures management must work under to be a
co-ordinated team.

TRAVEL

make their decisions.
The finance people then try
to make sure the efforts of all

Army's Supertest
Service

"unever:al
TRAVEL"
opposite Kitchener
City Hall

Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry Armitage

SH 3-2675

BONANZA,,& TOWERS
DRIVE INN
Lincoln Plaza
Weber Street

for charcoal broiled
Hamburgs

35c

Hot D s
Milk Shakes
Fish & Chips

25c
25c
55c
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.

PLAZA RESTAURANT
t
T WerS r>«
Plaza

°

i

/

STEAKETTE

45^

10% Student Discount Mon.

- Thur.
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by JOHN WATSON

An article appeared in the
Cord last week concerning the
establishment of a Physical
Education Program at WUC.
The idea was well received by
the students, however it was
surprising that a few individuals
were not in favour of such a
program. The reasons that were
given for the lack of interest in
such an idea dealt with inadequacy of staff, inadequacy of
facilities and various other reasons. People who believe such
things must really lack insight
into what a PHE Program could
mean to the students of WUC
and also to the university itself.
At tthe present time a one
year physical education program is being offered at McMaster University. University of
Windsor and the University of
Waterloo. When McMaster began her program her facilities
were lacking. Her gymnasium
consisted of an .old drill hall.
She also sported a football
field University of Waterloo has
a gymnasium, smaller than the
one here at WUC. She offers a
football field and a track. Her

Circulation this week: 6300.

Office: Student Union Bldg.
Phone: 744-5923
Member of Canadian University Press
Editor — Dave Golem
Managing Editor — Bryan Dare
Publications Chairman — Sally Lang
Advertising Manager
Don Eley
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What good is CUS?
At the last Students' Council meeting, one member
requested that the question of membership in the Canadian Union of Students (CUS) be decided by a student
referendum. The implication, of course, was that membership in this organization my be undesirable, or at
least that it does not warrant the considerable cost.
WUC students presently donate about $3000.00 each
year to CUS, and they apparently receive little or nothing in return. The benefits which CUS does provide are
mainly for off-campus functions of the university, and
not for the individual students at all- Moreover, and
more to the point, the organization has about the poorest imaginable public relations and publicity program.
If you want proof of this just ask any student if he
knows of anything that CUS has done for students.
There seems to be some feeling that CUS serves a
worthwhile function in protecting student rights in areas
otf intracampus interests. Thus it is felt by some that
CUS can make a more effective appeal on the matter
of student awards, than can individual campuses or
local groups of students. We wonder if the result is
merely a product in the order of X times zero. Obviously
a coordinating body could express the will of a vast
and diversified group of students, but once CUS takes
responsibility for this function for all campuses in Canada it is very difficult indeed for its executive to guess
the will of the students they represent. The federal and
provincial governments are also aware of this, and usually can find ample support for counter measures
which they may wish to impose. Perhaps CUS actually
represents only a minority opinion among students.
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Fizz Ed at WUC!

The Cord Weekly is published once a week by the Student
Board of Publications. Waterloo University College, Waterloo.
Ontario. Authorized as Second Class Mail by the Post Office
Department, Ottawa, and for the payment of postage in cash.
Editorial opinions expressed are independent of Student Council and the Administration.

swimming
facilities
are
off the buildings you will realize
campus. The point I am trying that these residences, dining haM

to make is that in comparison
to these other universities we
really are not in such a bad
position. We must begin this

'

course sometime and what is
wrong with starting right now?
Since the beginning of the physical education programs in
these other universities the facilities have grown steadily. McMaster University now has her
own field house. Her swimming
facilities are among the best in
Canada. The University of Waterloo will soon have a field
house of her own. I am certain
that if WUC were to acquire a
PHE program her facilities
would grow in the same manner. This advancement will
never be seen unless we act now
and see that Physical Education
is added to the calendar in

1967.
In my last two years as a student at WUC, I have witnessed
enormous growth in the university. A library and five new
residences have been added. If
you wander around the campus
and look at the corner stones on

and arts building have not been
here very long. The greatest
period of growth has come
within the past five or six years.
The growth of the university
has not been limited specifically
to buildings. The staff has doubled and tripled since the beginnings of this institution.
The most important growth
has come in the number of courses offered by this university.
Each subject offered by WUC
began as a very small department and each year the departments grew. Our college now
offers one of the best business
programs in Canada. WUC is
now offering M.A. degrees io
certain fields, simply because
she has achieved this high level
of edudation. The point I am
trying to make is that each
course in WUC had to have a
starting point and I would like
to see physical education given
the same opportunity. Possibly
a PHE program at WUC may not
be successful but how are we
to know unless we try to establish one?

.

CUS and free tuition
In eastern Canada CUS has taken a stand in favour
of free tuition for university students. This proposal
may look attractive at first, but have we really examined the complications and probable results that such a
move can have? For instance, we cannot separate this
from any other form of government handout. The, logical continuation of this idea results in a purely social
state. Which brings us to the question whether or not
we want democracy. No matter how we divide it, there
seems still to be a basic difference between socialism and
democracy- Or are the ideals and principles of a hundred generations past to be so blandly thrown over the
left shoulder for luck! No! If CUS means free tuition,
then let us rid ourselves of CUS.
So we have made a stand which is basically against
CUS and against free tuition. The latter requires some
further comment. The greatest selling point for free
tuition seems to have been the philosophy of universal
accessibility to a college education. But can anyone
rightly deny that anyone is prevented, absolutely, from
obtaining an education, when he has access to the present system of loans and bursaries? In addition, why
should free tuition be necessary to further aid the student who is just struggling along? Has anyone sought
perhaps a better alternative?

A proposal for you
Here is a proposal for your consideration. It may
have been made before, in another place. If it has not
been, it should have been.
There should be a loan available under similar conditions as at present, to cover tuition. This loan would
be formally requested by the student, regardless of
need, and it should be assessed by the university according to the precise tuition of the student in that year.
The student should then sign over the amount of this
loan directly to the university. That is, the student
should never see that money.
To supplement this initial stage, some program of
loans and/or bursaries should be set up. The present
(1966) version of this, when polished, would be satisfactory, although it might even require a tightening of
standards- Admittedly such a thing would be hard to
impliment since it is true that."it is unwise to take a
man to the top of a high mountain and show him a
promised land which is later to be denied."
CUS is not something which is necessarily good
'just because it is CUS. Neither is free tuition. The prosecution rests its case. The defense has one free swing
coming.
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"How much for the sword?"
LETTERS

to

EDITOR

criticize but constructively
Get with it,

dining hall!

Dear Sir:

I would like to comment on the
week-end meals served in the
Dining Hall
in particular, the
dinner on Sunday, October 16.
To begin with, there was no
choice of meat or vegetables.
The meat was some form of pork
the staple of all cafeteria
a
meals. The vegetable was
mixture of peas, corn, and beans
■— which we had not been able
to eat Saturday evening either.
By 5:30 p.m., there were cherries, peaches, or ice cream for
dessert, no rolls, and only cabbage or jello salads.
In addition, the staff appeared to be overworked due to the
large crowd they had to accommodate in the short serving period.
It would also appear that the
staff "calculators" forgot to
take into account that the students on the Montreal trip, as
well as many who went home,
would be back in time for the
Sunday, dinner.
The point of my somewhat pet

—

—

ty complaint is this: if all resident students are compelled to

buy

a seven-day meal ticket,
then it is the responsibility of
the powers-that-be to hire sufficient cafeteria staff and provide the students with the same
choice and quality of food that
they receive on the week-days.
Sue Ball

the critic's critic

A few comments concerning
your editorial on Dr. Villaume's

new home seem necessary at

this time.
You began by chastizing the
"Torque 20 Philosophers" for
substituting humorous remarks
for logic in detailing with this
subject. Well it seems to me
that you could quell all the
foolish talk by explaining carefully the exact economics of the
situation. Show how economically the house is not a financial
burden as most people assume
instead of tossing about snide
remarks yourself.
Explain why the house is a
necessity. True, you pointed out

that it is to be used for entertaining etc. but you failed to

show this house will serve the
university over a long period of
time. It is not sufficient to say
that the university needs a
home. Explain WHY it needs
this type of home.
You stated that "a recent
flood and the resulting personal
loss to Dr. Villaume forced the
board to make its plan a reality." Most people are thoroughly
unaware of the damage which
occurred to Dr. Villaume's home.
Therefore a thorough explanation of this event should be
given, otherwise, don't mention
it.
Furthermore you state that
Dr. Villaume will be "living in
a goldfish bowl." Let's not get
as trite and simple as the common Torque room dweller.
It seems to me that the pur>pose of an editorial is to bring
light, knowledge and a grain of
wisdom to the masses, not to
lower yourself to their level of
cornball humour.
Paul Jafine
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marriage
by J. D.

KWEKKEBOOM

Things a WUC undergraduate
might not know unless he reads

The

photo by Vair

there wasn't room for two!

only place

split deepens

—

Bishop's U. quits CUS
charge political activism
—

Lennoxville

(CUP)
Students at Bishop's University Monday quit the Canadian Union of
Students, deepening an ideological split which has now chopped

six unions from CUS membership rolls this fall.
The Bishop's withdrawal came
after a close, but unrecorded
vote taken at a stormy students'
association meeting.
This most recent in a series
of withdrawals sparked by nation-wide debate on CUS involvement in political issues, has
left McGill University the lone
CUS member in Quebec. At

.

Monday's general
meeting,
strong pro-CUS faction argued
bitterly against council executive members who triggered the
vote by condemming CUS poli-

tical activism.

■

But when the withdrawal resolution came to a vote, Andy
Sancton, vice-president and
chairman of external affairs at
Bishop's, had won vindication
on his stand against CUS.
Sancton earlier told the meet-

...

ing he would resign his post if

students failed to voice their opto CUS political activism and dissatisfaction with
CUS services.
His stand was outlined in a
report he wrote on the 30th
CUS congress held in September. The report, presented to the
student assembly Monday, was
endorsed by the Bishop's council executive.
The CUS debate at Bishop's
began formally Oct. 6, when
Canadian Union of Students
president Doug Ward made a
special trip to Lennoxville to defend CUS philosophy against
Sancton's criticisms
But whatever influence his
arguments had with the student
body, they didn't result in Bishop's remaining in CUS.
Today (Tuesday) in Ottawa,
Ward said he "wasn't surprised"
at Bishop's withdrawal, adding:
"We're going to have to find
another group there to work
position

with."

Interview

— with

class?
L: I've always been involved
in student activities at school,
and I was president of my
school, and I figured that the
best way to get involved in U
affairs was to start out in my
first year.
D: What activities were you
involved in at High School?
L: I was president of the Students' Council, president of the
United Nations club, president of
the geography club, chairman of
the dance committee, and prefect
for two years. I also played
sports for the Girls' Athletic Society.

.

D: That's not too bad for a
you have any one special reason for running?
L: I felt that I had experience in students' council activities and council meetings and I
feel that I can represent the
freshman class well in meetings
because I'll know what I'm doing.
D: Did popularity have anything to do with running?
L: What do you mean—popularity?
D: A number of elections are
popularity contests. What about
it?
L: No, I figured that the best
way to get involved in student
affairs was to get into the students' council. This is how you
see how it works from the inSide. I plan to join various other
clubs as well, but I figured that
this is a good way to see how
the school runs and to get to
know the feelings of the kids in
most matters of student life.
D: What about the spirit of
the freshman class?

start. Did

should they stay around? This is
one of the reasons why I applied for SUBOG. Now I'm involved, not only in the student

council, but the actual running
the student affairs. More
things will be planned this year
to keep the kids interested. I
think if there are sufficiently interesting programs, the spirit
will pick up. Don't forget that
to all freshmen—this is an entirely new life, an entirely new
type of education, and for a lot
of people this is their first time
away from home. It will take
time to settle into U life. Also,
a lot are afraid to join things,
purely because they feel they
are not wanted. It's the same
as grade niners going into high
school. They are not sure where
they are, whether they are wanted or not. and they don't want
to be pushed. They're afraid to
go out and meet new people.
D: Do you have any specific
things in mind for this year?
L: Well, one of the things I
want to convey to the freshmen
as a whole is that I am their
representative. If they are not
satisfied, if they have any ideas,
they should come and see
The first project, naturally, is
the freshman float, for the
Homecoming Parade. Once we
start building, we'll need all the
kids out to do all that they can
If anyone has ideas, he can put
them in the Frosh Mailbox, in
the SUB.
of

...

are definitely incompatible
Mrs Beverly Nina Avery, then
aged 48. a barmaid from Los Angeles, set a monogamous world
record in October, 1957, by ob
taining her sixteenth divorce
from Gabriel Avery. She alleged
outside the court that five of her
husbands had broken her nose
then there was Giyn Wolff
who accumulated the greatest
number of wives (16) in the
monogamous world. His last addition was at Las Vegas, Nevada,
on August 28, 1964
There
are some folks who don't bother
getting divorced before they remarry. (That's plain ole bigamy). A record set in 1922 in
England still stands. Mrs. Theresa Vaughan. aged 24, while on
trial in Sheffield, on December
19, 1922, confessed to 61 bigamous marriages within five years.
The male record is 72.
A word of advile may be appropriate for those of you who
are contemplating this solemn
institution. The words of advice
come from that stoic Dutch philosopher. Dirk Stonehouse (he's
my uncle from Saskatoon). In
keeping
with
the style and
thoughts of his great friend
'Confusion', Dirk's Ditty reads
as follows:

..
.

...

L: Well,

I

think

freshmen,

coming to U all have their own
opinions of it at the beginning.
As far as getting out for Shinerama, I think that was pretty

..

I don't think a lot of the
kids realized what Shinerama
was, for one thing
Once
they get the P.A. system in here
things will be better. The bulletin board system is a mess.
There was a 20 percent turnout
for the freshman vote which I
think was pretty good considerpoor.

.

your

opinion

of

L: Well, do you mean, first
(Continued

on Page

9)

Nice night in June
bright stars
big moon
In oark on bench
With girl in clench.

...

...

Me say "me love"
She coo
like dove
«
Me fast
never let chance past.
"Opt hitched." me say,
"O.TC." she say
Wedding bells ring ding
honeymoon and everything
me happy man!

..

—

..

i~*X~y

.

she fuss
M» mad. me cuss.
Wife

I.'ff one big

soot.

Na?sfin« wife Tmwling brat
me renlizp at last
me too damn fast!

'"""*

You too can be haopy. Mr otwl
Mrs .Tamps Bursas are. They
celebrated
84th wedding
anniversary on June 21. 19«S.
They're probably
the world's
longest married couple alive. |
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tice. Some of the kids were not
even aware there was an election going on.
D: You think 20 percent of almost 1000 students is pretty
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D: Do you think that there is
a chance for the spirit to improve as the year progresses?
L: This is one of my main
objectives
spirit in the freshman class. This is called "The
Suitcase College" purely because
of boredom. If there is nothing
to do on the weekends, why

—

a thumping &o& $Me \o Iti#<kcto.
"The all-male toiletry that interests women".
AFTER SHAVE, COLOGNE, SOAP, DEODORANT.
HAIR TONIC. TALC, SHAVING CREAM..

I

—•

Another night in June
bright stars
big moon
Not harvoy anymore
carry baby—walk floor.

advised her s&oufc,
Shldsnfc loons, •faufch iS,

ing they only got two days no-

good?
L: Considering the short length
of time,, yes—since neither my
opponent nor I had much chance
to campaign, or to get to meet
that many kids, but in any
group, there is a certain apathy
as far as voting goes. National
elections, municipal, whatever
they may be; you never get a
high turnout.
D: Certainly more than 20 percent vote.
L: Yes, I agree. I take a lot
of things into consideration,
though. It was our first election,
and it was a short campaign,
nobody
the communications
knew too much about it and nobody understood too much about

Love and Marriage
(Chinese Version)

JLcLX/ITLg hu v <we**-J
the crassly

me.'

dave berg

D: Why did you run for the
of the freshman
presidency

this column:
Today is a special day of Elmer T. Snurd and his wife
Emily. It's their fiftieth wedding anniversary. You'd like
Elmer and Emily. They're compatible. Not too many people
have celebrated fifty years of
marriage. Not too many people
live that long.
I asked Emily how they had
managed to stay together for
such a long time. She cheerfully
explained that she had let Elmer think that he was the boss!!
I often wonder whether our
society breeds too much marital
instability. The case just cited is
some people
the exception

— snurd style
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Culture

Let's talk about

In

by Lis Holmes

Platter Chatter
Paxton (Elektra 317)

—

Tom

This album, Paxton's third, is
to the standard of,
if not better than his first two.
He continues to be such an enigma that he must remain unclassified except for having the
vague label "Folk-Singer". His
new album is a combination of
travelling songs, satirical ditties, children's songs and a "tal"Talking
Pop
kie"
Art
Blues". Paxton's style of writing is often criticized for lack
of profundity and yet, the simplicity of meaning evident in his
work is exactly what makes his
music so beautiful and earthy.
He has removed the pseudo-intellectual gauze that shrouds
contemporary folk-music.
The opening song "Leaving
London", which originally had
25 verses, has a "Country & Western" element in the melody.
"Don't Let Nobody Turn You
Round" is a freedom song that
tells us that TRUTH is inside,
just look for it. "My Son, John"
tells the story of a soldier come
back. It leaves the listener to
create his own conclusion:
"When I asked him what he'd
seen and done,
He went up to his room and
he closed the door.
My son, John, John, my son."
"The King of my Backyard"
sung just for fun is dedicated
to his bull-dog. Paxton's bull-dog
turned chicken so he keeps his
canary on the window-sill. The
most erotic song on the record
is 'One Time and One Time Only", in which he tells of the pain
of always searching and never
definitely up

—

Culture Staff
TAYLOR H. SHANTZ (editor)
Lynda Ruddy
Liz Holmes

Pat Giles
Connie Guldemond
Joe Hall
David Berg
Doug Dunningtor

Bud Smiley
Astrdd Jansen
Kathy Casey

Waterloo Lutheran University
wishes to thank all the Students
who participated in the

TREASURE VAN SALE
like to thank the following for

their invaluable co-operation:

Beverly Fabrics — Kitchener
* Canada
Craft — Kitchener
* Capri Hair
Styles — Waterloo
* Diana Restaurants
Kitchener
—Wear
* Herb Forrester Men's
— Waterloo
* Kitchener P.U.C.
* Michael's Furniture Kitchener
— & Waterloo
* Reitman's — Kitchener
* Schendle Stationery — Waterloo
* Singer Company of Canada Kitchener
—
*
* Star Men's Shop — Kitchener
Hardware — Waterloo
* Weichel
as well as . . .

CHYM, CKCO-TV, CKKW

"Patronize those who help our

University"

in James Allen's

are weaving at one time or another. Most of us are prone to
philosophize but not many of us
bother to put our philosophical
moments onto timeless paper.
We are perhaps too modest or
too lazy to do so.
Dag Hammarskjold was not
lazy. He had a certain genius
of which not many were aware
while he was still alive. But,
isn't that the way with so many

Folk-Club Headlines
Banjo-Pickin' Aplenty

gifted people?
As far as the editors of Markings can tell, Hammarskjold began seriously writing down his
thoughts in 1925 and the book
about which I write has recordings made until sometime in

Crunch-along
at Willison

1961.
I think anyone who reads this
book—and I urge everyone to do
so—will be awed by the depth
of the man's thoughts. One would
almost think one was reading
parts of the Bible. That any man,
who was not a professional philosopher could think as profoundly as did the late Secretary
General of the United Nations
leaves me completely dumbfounded.

The third coffee house in the
last two years was held Thursday evening, October 13 in the
old gym in Willison Hall. The
guests sat on the floor, drank
coffee and ate peanuts. They
were entertained by a variety of

,

performers.

Mile Dort Becker presented a
of French Canadian
songs. Also singing were the
Fire Furnace Five; two duets,
Frank Hall and Florence Kahl
as one, John Chittick and Carol
Carter as the other; also two
soloists, Joe Hall and Wayne
Chapel who accompanied themselves with their guitars. Readings were given by Professor
Sweet and Dale Truscott.
The Lutheran Student Movement which is a very active religious club on campus, sponsored the evening in response to
the very good turn-out at the
previous coffee houses.
medley

The book contains so many

thoughts which I am sure most
of us have thought but have been
unable to express in mere words.

If you read this book, you are
likely to find yourself looking into a mirror.

..

Hammarskjold himself told us,
in a letter he left with his papers and diary, what he was trying to achieve when he made
his entries. He wrote that the
diary existed ".
as a sort of
White Book concerning my negotiations with myself and with
God." And, he said that this
diary was the only "correct profile that could be drawn". It is
interesting to note that there
was no single definite reference
to Hammarskjold's career, historical events or people whom
he met. It is an entirely introverted record of the philosophy
and religion of a profound man.

lan Baker

of

thesis

refute a statement that all minds

Bill Clark

THE WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE

We would also

The

book, "As A Man Thinketh,"
is that the mind is the "master
weaver". I think no one will

finding, (i.e. Love). Anyone who
has waited an appreciable length
of time to ride any form of Public Transportation will under-

stand the frustration in "Is
Run
This Any
Way
To
An Airline?" The first song
on the second side, "All the
Way Home", is somewhat different from Paxton's usual travelling song. He says that he is
tired of rambling and wants to
go home. The most haunting
song on the album, "I Followed
Her into the West", has a beautiful melody -and has a very
wierd plot. In "This
World
Goes Round and Round", Paxton discusses life as something
which only gives as much as it
receives from the participant.
For all the L.S.D. fans there's
"Talking Pop Art Blues." "When
You Get Your Ticker" and the
title song "Outward Bound" are
depressing.
both marvellously
Wonderful to listen to, but as
Paxton says, "I guess we all
love farewell songs and hate
farewells."
In simplicity lies Eloquence.
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Markings

Review

OUTWARD BOUND

October

Top Pianist to
Play at WUC
Ruth Watson Henderson, outstanding Kitchener pianist, will
present a concert at Waterloo
Lutheran University on Oct. 28
at 8:30 p.m. as the first presentation of the university's recently formed cultural affairs
committee.
Miss Henderson will play on
the university's Steinway con-

Since returning to Canada, the
artist has given recitals over the
CBC and has appeared as soloist with orchestras in Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg and Regina,
as well as with the KitchenerWaterloo Symphony. She is a
teacher as well as organist and
ehoirleader at Forest Hill United Church where her husband is
minister.

'

cert grand piano.

Miss Henstudied at the Royal
Conservatory of Music, Toronto,
with Viggo Kihl and Alberto
Guerrero, and was graduated
with the associate diploma and
licentiate degree. She pursued
further study for two years in
New York with Hans Neumann
at the Mannes College of Music.
Born in Toronto,

derson

Her program will include
Bach's Italian Concerto, Prokofieff's Third Piano Sonata, and
compositions by Mozart, Chopin
and Brahms. Tickets: 50c students, $1.00 non-students.

FOOTBALL DANCE
Saturday, October 22

-

9 p.m.

THEATRE AUDITORIUM
Music By

THE COMMANCHEROS
—

75c at the door
with I.D. Card
or Other Proof Of Attendance At W.L.U.

Here is a side which the world
did not see before.
We can easily see that Hammarskjold was seeking something. He seems to have been
searching for the key to being
a man. As James Allen put it:
"A man only becomes a :r>an
when he ceases to whine and revile and commences to search
for the hidden justice which regulates his life."
We can see the search in Hammarskjold's writings:
"What I ask for is

unreason-

able: that life shall have a meaning.

What I strive for is impossible:
that my life shall acquire a

meaning.

I dare not believe, I do not
see how I shall ever be able to
believe: that I am not alone."
We know that we are embarked on the same search.
Some of the entries are surprisingly timeless and especially
apt for our lives. Consider for
example this statement:
"Never measure the height of
a mountain until you have reached the top. Then you will see
how low it was."
How many of us need to be
reminded of that? Most of, us,
I think.
When I first read Markings, I
was appalled. When I read it
again, I was overwhelmed with
its profoundness. The third time
I read it, I felt I had learned
a great deal about God, this life
and myself. You too will see
yourself in a new light. You
won't be able to help it.
I spoke last week, about identifying with the characters in a
book. You won't be able to do
that this time. In the book, the
reader moves right into the author's shoes and takes over. Do
step up to the mirror and read

:

"Markings".

Toronto Symphony
enthuses K-W folk
Connie Guldemond
Kitchener does have brighter
moments. Tuesday night the
spotlight was focussed on Seiji
Ozawa of "Toronto Symphony"
fame. Notably, the orchestra was
able to generate enthusiasm in
the audience during its '.wo hour
performance, in spite of the poor
acoustics of the auditorium.
Subdued and quiet tones were
dominant. Beginning the program was
Verdi's
Guiseppi
overture. "I Vesperi Sicilian!"
which is introduced by a looming Largo culminating in a vigorous allegro. This piece is from
the opera Sicilia Vespers and
well reflected the brooding atmosphere of the story.
Lorand Fenyves' performance
as violin soloist was commendable. He played the Concerto in
E minor by Mendelssohn and
with the orchestra brought out
clearly the brisk, lively movements against a more moderate
by

Adante.

The latter part of the proof
gram consisted
Symphony
number 2 in D major by Johannes Brahms. Blending and sweep-

ing tones were
emphasized,
hinting strongly of the pastoral
setting in which it was written. The warm melodious sounds
were especially captivating and
enjoyed.
The persistant applause of the
audience brought Ozawa back
onto the stage to conduct a lively Strauss polka which was accompanied by the clanging of

a hammer! The second encore
was equally exuberant and ended with the bang of a pistol!
Take a bow, Mr. Ozawa!

Friday,
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happening
Capitol: "One Spy Too Many"
and "North by Northwest"
Fox:
"The Silencers" and

"Maya"
Lyric: "How to Steal a Million"
Odeon: Ferlin Husky and the
Nashville sound in "Forty Acre

Feud."

AT THE PUB
Grand:

Troubadours

"The

—

featuring Denise
Oogle and
google as this fine example of
womanhood gyrates to the latest in catchy melodies.
Kent: "The Stampeders of Calgary" entertain for the remainder of the week.

DOUG DUNNINGTON

at the K.W. Collegiate.
Season's tickets are available at
the door.

■morrow

IN THE FUTURE

Plan not to miss

IN MUSIC

Eulogy

Lightfoot,
Gordon
Wilson
Pickut and "The Penny Far-

things"

Park

at

appear

Bingeman

on the Kitchener-Guelph

highway tonight.

Coffee House in action
Massey Lectures On CBC
"The American faces that used
to be so beautiful, so resolute
and yet so poignantly open and
innocent, are looking ugly these
days
hard, thin-lipped, and
like innocence, spoilt without
having experienced. For our
sake as well as your own, be
wary of us," U.S. social critic
Dr. Paul Goodman warns Canadians in the 1966 series of Massey Lectures.
The Massey Lectures will be
broadcast over CBC radio network on Monday at 10:30 p.m.
EST beginning October 31 (and
re-broadcast on the CBC-FM network at 7 p.m. on Fridays, beginning November 4).
Dr. Goodman, generally regarded as one of the most penetrating and radical social critics
in America today, has directed
his Lectures especially at the
young people of Canada (which
he has visited a number of times
in recent years to talk to students). His ideas have proved
especially attractive to students
of the so-called "New Left" and
he was one of the very few people "over 30" ("no one over 30
can be trusted" was one of the
at
battle cries) who addressed
the students
their invitation
of the University of California
during the "Berkeley Revolt" of

—

—

—

1964-65.
Dr. Goodman has titled his
lectures, The Moral Ambiguity
of America, and the first of his

six lectures concerns the follow-

ing:

The Empty Society (broadcast
October 31): Dr. Goodman surveys American society which he
finds over-organized, over-centralized and out of its bureaucratic and industrial managers.
In everything from its cities
which are "unworkable" to its
giant industrial military-governmental complexes, America
is
"mindless and morally insensitive" he says.
The Massey Lectures, which
invite a distinguished ?uthority
to present the results of original study or research in some
field of general interest and importance, were inaugurated by
the CBC in 1961 and named in
honor of the Rt. Hon. Vincent
Massey, former Governor General of Canada. Previous Lectures have been delivered by
Barbara Ward (The Rich Nations and The Poor Nations);
Northrop Frye (The Educated
Imagination); Frank H. Underbill (The Image of Confederation); C. B. Macpherson. (The

Real World of Democracy); and
John Kenneth Gailbraith (The
Underdeveloped

Country).

Pro-

fessor Macpberson's series won
the Award of the Governor of
Tokyo at the first annual Japan
Prize Exhibition of Television
and Radio Programs.
Dr. Goodman's "The Moral
Ambiguity of America" will be

available at the conclusion
of the series (in soft cover)
for $1.25 per copy from CBC
Publications, P.O.
500.,
Box
Terminal A, Toronto.

The

Silk Worm
by

John D. Watt

The silk-worm dangled from the
limb
In the warm oriental sun,
And peaceful beams fell gently
Upon the silver web he spun.
Then he paused and gazed upon
A ridge above the trees,
And saw the creature God
deemed Man
With rifles warm and blood
stained knees.
"Alas," he thought, "t'would
better be
That man had brain no more
than me,
Content but for nature's bliss —■
A silky web of security.
But man is clever I hear them

—

say
Too clever for God's advice,

For the trees they wisper to the
breeze

That man his doom will entice."
And as darkness fell about,
A flash as great as daylight sun,
A roar as loud as a thousand
drums
Announced the end of man
begun.

Then the silk-worm gazed upon
the ridge,
As morning came with
cleansing sun,

But no Man stirred and the silkworm sighed
And climbing strange grey ash,
he spun.

RAVAGE
by Julia L. Begemann

The day was clear,
The sky blue-sparkled bright,
Until the growing shadow
Of a mushroom cloud
Created night.

The festivities are all a part of
the U. of W. Homecoming Weekend. By the way there are rumours that Lightfoot may not
be appearing but in true Plumber fashion, nothing definite
has been said.

IN THEATRE

The Kitchener-Waterloo Little
Theatre presents "Playboy of
the Western World" as its opening production tonight and to-

Culture
At The Galleries
Kathy

Casey

Toronto: Op-Art or contempo-

rary' madness, trash, a passing
phase

—

call it what you may,
pop-art has made its impression. An exhibition of new works
by eleven pop artists opens the
1966-67 season at the Art Gallery of Ontario in Toronto, with
31 original graphics from the
Collection of Benson and Hedges (Canada). It is the
first
major collection of pop prints
to be exhibited in a public gallery in Canada and continues until October 23.
KITCHENER
WATERLOO:
There is an exhibit of the paintings of Marthabel Cook at the
Kitchener Public Library. Flowers have always been her great
love and all of her canvasses
reflect this, as well as her vibrant and colourful personality.
Marthabel has lived for many
years in Buenos Aires, and has
incoiporated much of this countries vivid culture on to her can-

'

-

vasses.

Although the colours were
vibrant and true to 'ife there
was too much similarity of me-

dium, technique and subject
matter. The paintings were too
realistic, they lacked distinct
self-expression and originality.
But the visit is worth making
just because you'll have the
chance to meet Marthabel; she
is a unique
and
fascinating
character, and will readily tell
you of life

in Buenos Aires.

A La Albee
by Bud Smiley
If you thought Edward Albee's
"Who's Afraid
of Virginia
Woolf" was a masterful journey
through the ultra-realistic and
if you enjoyed it, then further
treats are in store for your Albee palate. "Object for Notice"
now playing in New York is being heralded by critics as his
finest effort. Along the same

dramatic

structural lines as
"Virginia Woolf", Albee twists
and inverts the ideals of the hitherto unspoiled daughter of an
American business magnate. The
play is due for filming in Spring
'67 and should prove to be another Albee "Rebel Rouser".

the Twin

City Operatic Society's presentation of Rodgers and Hammerstein's THE KING AND I. This
is one of the highlights of the
year
in the K-W area and is
usually completely sold out. This
year's performances run from
Nov. Bth-16th and tickets may
be obtained by phoning 576-6430.

by Bill Clark
When Charlie Parker screamed out his last agonized cry a
small world stopped 'and listened. It was March 12, 1955 and
Bird was dead, dead by his own
hand at the age of thirty-five.
Jazz fans mourned his passing.
"Boppers", with hatred, defiance and worship scrawled "Bird
Lives!" across the concrete canyons of New York.
How do you explain the phenomenon that was Charlie Parker? He was the man they named "BIRDLAND" after the cofounder of bop, the god of a
cult
the great jazz saxaphonist.
So understand you have to listen. Listen to a record like the
Essential Charlie Parker (Verve)
where he talks with the best

—

(Dizzy, Miles, Monk —)

Bird lives! He lives in the
forces of Harlem, in the hate
of Leroi Jones and the defeatism of Jack Kerouac. Bird lives
everytime someone turns pain
into music.

PEEK IN ON
PEOPLE
by Astrid Janson

—.

October 21-23 is the date for
the big "Peek-In on People"
a weekend long programme
sponsored by WUL's LSM. This
weekend promises to be an exciting one, with guest speakers,
a feature film, groovy group
painting, and lots of stimulating
discussions. Scheduled for Friday evening is a showing of the
controversial
film "Nobody
Waved Good-bye" and on Satur-

day, professor Morgenson

Dr.

and Dean Rahn will present ideas on the provocative
theme of "Alienation", followed
by informal bull sessions
in
which a free and frank exchange
of ideas is the main objective.
Saturday evening you can release your inner feelings of
frustration through artistic expression at the finger-painting
session
an experiment in nonverbal communication.
This weekend has a great deal
to offer and all for one low
price of $2.99. That's all it costs
to register, so why not give it
a try?
Glebe

—

AT THE STOMP

Don't miss the big football
dance tomorrow nignt at 9 in
the T.A. The Commancheros
provide the entertajnment.

ON THE

TURF

In case you missed it, tomorrow is the day for the happening of the year at ole WLU. Acmid hordes of spirited spectators, the whirring of television
cameras and the music provided

by our own Big Brethern Boos*
ter Band, the mighty Goldea

demonstrate the
will
noble art of playing football to
the plumbers from down the
road. In light of such a glorious
occasion your correspondent has
been inspired to take quill in
hand and pen the following epitaph, hereby entitled:
Hawks

IN POETRY
Flush'em down the drain,
Flush'em down the pipe
Golden Hawks, Golden Hawks,
Fight, Fight, Fight!
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SWINGING CORONET!
CORONET R/T

—

the happy medium by DODGE
CORONET 500
CORONET 440
CORONET DELUXE

—

—

WENDELL MOTORS LTD.
861 King St. E.

Kitchener, Ont.

742-3514
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WLU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
invites you to »

HOMECOMING
Bfe M

FRI. - SUN. NOVEMBER 4-6
Fun-filled festivities featuring:
ALUMNI CONCERT
Ishmael

Ashkana'zy,
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brilliant Israeli Violinist
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FOOTBALL GAME
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CLASS REUNIONS

ALUMNI BANQUET
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Sunday, 11:00 a.m.
St. Stephen's Lutheran
Church, The Rev. Alvin J. Baetz '39 & S'42.

i

TICKETS:

For Alumni Sponsored Events Available From WLU Alumni Office
For Student Sponsored Events Available In The Student Union Building
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DON'S DILEMMAS
This week I have a sneaky little problem that involves absolutely no mathematics nor does it require any scientific-type approach.
The person who gets this answer will be the type who keeps his
or her eyes open and remembers the little things that we all see
from time to time but take entirely for granted.

—

Problem No. 3
Time Limit 15 Minutes
A bookworm eats his way from page 1 of Volume 1 to the
last page of Volume 2 of a 2 Volume work. The books are standing
on a bookshelf in the usual manner with the bindings facing out.
If the pages of each volume are 3 inches thick and the covers are
J/4
inch thick, through how many inches did the bookworm chew?
Hint:
The answer is not %Vz inches.

GRUMPS
by JAMIE BROWN

Then they dragged me out screaming and kicking my feet,
clutching a Torque Room table and a half-drunk cup of coffee.
They dragged me all the way up to the place where students never
go. The Cord Office. They locked me up in a glass enclosed room
and under cover of darkness pumped me with propaganda and
made me swear loyalty to the Thesmophorian cult, and poof! Here
I am! A full fledged member of the Cord. At last a medium capable of making my genius known throughout the land! At last I
know what really goes on up there on Wednesday nights. And, yes
Virginia, it's true. The record reviewer really DOES have to buy
his own records! All those little myths and rumours are exposed.
At last.
By the time this is printed, the election inanities will be over.
Parents and friends, don't be misled by what you have read in
past issues of this paper. There are no mob scenes or violent individuals running around with 'Anti' posters. There are no radical
issues or powerful political groups, backed by thousands of screaming students. The. only evidence that something is happening is
Fernando Costa, busily distributing 32 pound copies of volume 68
of the NDP platform policy.
It seems that only the people who are running, and assorted
politics majors who want to belong to something, are interested
in what is going on. The student body in general is apathetic. And
I don't blame them. The parties, especially the Conservative Party,
bear little or no resemblance to their respective national groups.
The name of the party is only a name. Something to put at the
top of a list of limp and inefficacious policies. The parties were
in an ideal position to have gone to further extremes, and to have
been more ambitious. They could have promised anything, because
realistically speaking, they knew they wouldn't have to come
across with any of their promises. This is the same smug position
that the federal NDP party finds itself in at the present time.
Students gather round! Next year, the local Rhinoceros party
will make the scene, battling the giants on campus with some
policies that will make the established parties cringe into the
corners. We will be radical. We will solve all the world's ills. Just
now, deep in the caves around Baden, fertile brains are planning
the attack. Here is a preview of some of our more startling ideas:
1. We think that the present Viet Nam situation is terrible, really
terrible, and we are against it. Come to think of it, WE ARE
AGAINST WAR!
2. We think that a Royal Commission should be set up to investigate things.
t. Food prices are too high. Someone should do something about

them.

4 All students should be paid twenty-five thousand a year to
attend University. Food, booze, and women will be supplied

free of charge by someone.
5. We are opposed to the president's new house, and don't like
the food in the Torque Room'
Students arise! Take up the valiant cause! Be prepared to be
shaken to the base of your moral fibre!
VOTE RHINOCEROS IN 67.

Journalism "99½" Lecture

The Journalism "99V2" lectures
being given by the Coryphaeus

will be cancelled this week because of the University of Waterloo's Homecoming.
Wednesday, October 26, Mrs.
Kathleen Wareham, the wife of
a former editor of the Daily
Mail, London, England will be
Interview

-

Cont d from page 5

impression, or now that I've been

here a month.
B: First impression.
L: Well, it was the same as
high school. I remember thinking I'll never learn my way
around. I was afraid of the heavy
work which was naturally to
come. I was excited, really excited, and a bit afraid.
D: And now?
L: Well, now I've learned my
way around, I've met a lot of
kids, and I really love it. I certainly wouldn't go out working
right now, since I've had a taste
of U life.
B: How about our image?
L: Well, I think it is basically
good. Naturally there are people here who would come away
from home for various reasons,
the least of which educational.

the guest speaker.
Mrs. Wareham will lecture on
"Fleet Street and newspapers."
British newspapers are the oldest continuing form of journalism in the world.
The course will continue in
the Arts Lecture Building Room
105 at 8 p.m.
Any bad image, I think, is not
just a result of the students. The
mass -media play a strong role

here. For instance, any bad incident will have front page
headlines, while anything good
will be in the last square inch
of the paper.
D: Any other comments?
L: Yes, the freshman class
needs a secretary. Any application will be gratefully accepted.
If there's anyone interested,
please drop a note into the freshman box in the SUB. Include
your name, address, phone and
room.
From the above interview, I
hope to show the freshman class
just how important your president is. You must know how she
thinks, since she is on your side.
Cooperate with her, and she will
give you her best.

9

The adventures
of Johnny Torque

game, not like today when only
a few wealthy people are permitted to watch the spectacles.
You won't believe this darlings,
but all the humans at this col-

PART 1

lege participated. They actually

by Mike

Jones

Children! Come here my darling children and I will tell a
bedtime story about Johnny
Torque. Johnny Torque lived
way back in the twentieth century
back when people still
walked and used their vocal
chords to converse. Back when
people drove cars and actually
participated in something called
SEX. No, Arlin I don't know
what it is. It had something to
do with male-female intimacy
and conception I think. Ridiculous really! It was back when
people only lived about seventy
years and used electric power.
My first story starts when Johnny was about
oh
nineteen
or twenty (they were still in
school at that age then
disgusting). Back in the year 1966.
At that time there was a
game called FUTBALL in which
about two duocedems of men
fought over a little ball. Everybody used to go and cheer. The
records say that in this little
college where Johnny was educated nobody ever missed a

—

— —

voted for leaders and everyone
every last person.
would vote
No, don't cry Rabbo. Mother
will try not to scare you any
more.
Before walking was made unnecessary (you wont remember
that) they used to "dans" to
musik much like our rhythm except there were other sounds
besides beet. And to these danses everyone would go. It is
here we find Johnny Torque
and his friend.
"Hey Johnny, did you vote to-

—

day,"

"Of course I did. Everyone
did. Didn't you vote Lloyd?"
"Yeh! Hey, who'd you vote for
that gorgeous Arlene?"
"No, I voted for Gertrude
because I felt she was most qualified for the position."
"But John-baby. She's ugly."
"Physical
appearance
has
nothing to do with elections
Lloyd. I felt she had political
prowess and outstanding ability
and that is why I voted for her."
"Johnny, I admire your honesty and good judgement. Hey

—

—

look at the babe. I gotta make
her."
"Lloyd. That girl is a tramp.
No person with any taste would
dance with her. She probably
even French-kisses."
"Heavens! Thank you for the
warning, Johnny. You saved me
from a terrible mistake. Come,
Johnny, let's go to the "Loo"
for a couple draught."
"You know I can't go Lloyd
for I am only twenty years of
age and I can't have a drink 'til
I am twenty-one.
"You're good, Johnny, and I admire you for that. What shall
we do now?"
"Let us go home and study. I
got some extra reading oooks
in Sociology today and we can
go and read them."
"That sounds like a good idea
Johnny."

And so children, Johnny Torwent back to
their apartment and studied all
weekend and drank skim milk
and ate vegetables with all their
meals and went to their first
class at eight o'clock Monday
que and his friend

morning.
Okay now Rabbo,
your LSD and off

drink up

to bed with

both of you and I'll tell you another bedtime, story tomorrow
night.

Alumni, Don't Fiddle Around
"

— Stay in the swing of things
— Get the hang of what's going
— String along with the tie that

on

hinds

Subscribe to the Cord
For

a year's subscription,

send $2.00 to:

The Cord,
Waterloo Lutheran University,
Waterloo, Ontario.

Monday, October 24th thru
Saturday, October 29,1966

MOTORAMA '67'
Presented by

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE CAR CLUB ASSOCIATION
Kitchener

-

Guelph

RACE CARS

-

-

Elmira

-

Drayton

Preston

(Drags)
-- 10 Trophies

SHOW CARS

Free Movies

-

HOT RODS

Champion Model Car Contest
Featuring
From the T.V. Series

"THE MUMSTEiS"

DRAG-U-LA

'

FAMOUS SHOW CAR

Kitchener Memorial Auditorium Annex Oct. 2429
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One of our "birds" doing his stuff

The idea is to

use your

head!

Our Marvelous Hawks
Giving The Frogs A Go

To The Tune Of 46-1

Photos, at Loyola, by Vair

Straightarming at its best
Go Hawks Go!

It's Allright Charlie

DAMN!

1966
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by Bruce Stewart

..

and a perfect day
Montreal
for football
What could cause 108 reasonably sensible people to go berserk? Would you believe extremely excited? Last Friday,
October 14, this uncontrollable
mob was seen in a state of mild
confusion boarding a Montrealbound train. What happened to
that train is another story. It's
the events that took place after
the arrival which are of immediate interest.
This emotional group arrived
in Montreal at 8:00 o'clock. In
parties of threes and fours they
dispersed throughout the city. In
states of semi-shock they wiled
away their time. Ready at the
appointed moment to converge
University. What
on Loyola
brought these frenzied few? Who
were they? These people driven
by hidden passions were Waterloo Lutheran football fans. They
had come across half a province
to support their team. Having
endured all manner of hardship
they expected at least a win by
their team. Boy, were they in
for a surprise.
It was a perfect day for football. And WUC had come to play
it. After a shakey start during
■which Ron Sekeres kicked a
single, the Hawks began to settle down. Dave McKay feeling
his way around, probed the Warriors defence with thrusts by
Watson, Kruspe and Markowite.
Then WUC proceeded to ram the
ball down their throats. They
had a fair defence, but we kept
hammering away. This is the
Hawks' forte, they beat you to
death with their toughness, then

11
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Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks
hit you where it hurts: in the
—46. Loyola Warriors—l.
end zone.
26-1
The offense rushed for 451
At half time
yards
on the ground. Dave Mc34
yard
With WUC on its own.
Kay completed 7 of 12 passes
line, John Kruspe, while roundto gain 174 yards through the
ing right end, got a few key
air. Kruspe was outstanding, on
blocks and went 76 yards to payeleven carries he piled up 174
dirt. On the last play of the
yards
for a 15.1 average. Markoquarter, on an identical play to
beside scoring twice ran
witz
the left side, Murray Marko14 times for 89 yards. The ofwitz, with the help of some superb blocking went 10 yards to fensive backfield looked terrific.
But so did our defensive secondLoyola's goaline. Kruspe conary.
kept
verted. John Watson was
Loyola hoping to catch us off
busy fighting for crucial first
guard tried something new. They
downs. Although he didn't score
flooded one of our zones with
he kept drive after drive alive.
pass receivers. At first this
John Kruspe and Murray Markowitz each ran for their second seemed to be working, but our
T.D.s of the,day in the second defence soon reacted. And when
this happened Loyola's pass atquarter. Greg McQueen converttacked wilted. The secondary
Markowitz's
score.
And
at
ed
was as alert as ever. They pickhalf time WUC led 26-1.
There was no scoring in the ed off 5 of Jim Robinson's passthird quarter. We moved the ball es.
Tom Allen handled the third
well, and a few times we had
down punting situations. And if
the ball, deep in Warrior territory. But key penalties thwarted you noticed, every snap was
right to him. The person responsany scoring possibilities.
ible for this is Bob Honey. Bob
The Hawks were out for a dehas been doing an excellent job
cisive win. In the fourth quarter,
at centre all year.
they added insult to injury.
Speaking of doing an excellent
451 Yards on the ground
job, when a team piles up 451
Dave McKay threw 26 yards
yards rushing,
offensive line
to Jeff Brown on a familiar must share the some
of that
in
pattern. Down, out and into the
glory. For without their specend zone for the T.D. Kruspe
tacular blocking, there's nowhere
converted. Paul Gray looking
to go.
extremely good, after taking
The Brethren
the best band
over from McKay struck on two
The Highlight of the day, took
passes for touchdowns. One was
place in the stands. Here, was
a 25 yard toss to Tom Allen,
small but powerful Lutheran
with about six minutes to go.
(about eighty of us), surrounded
This time to add a new wrinkle by
alumni and other homecomwe got a rouge. In the dying
ing
minutes, Gray
connected on For fans, nearly 4,000 bf them.
the entire game all you
another heave to freshman John
(Continued on Page 12)
MacDonald to end the scoring.

...

...

photo by

TOM ALLEN, our 63", 220 lbs. senior end and punter, last
week scored his first touchdown of the season in the 46 -1
trouncing administered to the Loyola Warriors by the Golden
Hawks.
Tom's booming punts have saved the Hawks from many a
tight situation in the past two seasons. He is currently recognized as one of the league's best.
He can always be counted on to catch the pass for that allimportant first down whenever it is needed.

For girls

The Loyola trip: A weakend of victory
by Ruddy Maclean
Great expectations were attained in Montreal last weekend,
both on the field and off. On
the field the Waterloo Golden
Hawks trampled
the Loyola
Warriors by the prodigious
score of 46-1. For Loyola it was
their Homecoming and a great
number of their alumni turned
up on that warm and sunny Saturday afternoon to cheer their
old alma mater on to a hopeful

this year that go into making

up a championship team: coach-

spirit,
determination, and attitude.
It was also a victory for
Waterloo off the field as well.
The school support was brilliant and inspirational to the
players. It was such a nice
feeling to look behind you
when you were on the bench and
in hostile territory, and see
your supporters from Waterloo.
victory.
Believe me it has a great psychological effect on a player.
At 2:00 p.m. the home partisans were singing joyous school
The school name was enhansongs. Nostalgia permeated the ced by the splendid and mannerly conduct of the students to and
stands. Different people were
discussing the supposed power
from Montreal on the train. This
of the Loyola football team. By fact was made evident from the
4:00 p.m., disaster had struck.
fact that the school was given
Loyola had met her Waterloo. back its $200 the C.N.R. taxed
No more could you hear the joyfor insurance against damage
ous songs; no more could you done to and from Montreal. No
see the tears of those ex-Loyoldamage whatever occurred. The
ans reminiscing about the good conduct was sublime. I might
old days, but rather the tears further add that Dean Speckeen
that were prevalent were those had nothing but praise and adof frustration and disillusionmiration for our students when
ment. And as the alumni got up asked by our ooach of the stuto leave the stadium some of
dents' conduct and manner.
them would stop, put their
A great deal of thanks is to
hands into their pockets, take
one final look at their o)d football field (which had given
them great moments of joy in
the past years), and then waJk
slowly off the field with their
heads resting on their should-

ers.

Yes, Loyola had met their Waterloo, but it was no mistake,
Hawks had come to play football
and play they did. After having
played for the Hawks over the
past three years I have never
seen them take such complete
and dominant control of a game
as they did last Saturday.
I have never met a more dedicated group of athletes in my
years of being associated with
sports. The team is just like a
closely-knit family. Problems of
one player are those of all the
others. We have the elements

ing,

DRESSLER'S
MUSIC
CENTRE

Instruments
Accessories
Sheet Music
Organs & Pianos
162 King E.

Kitchener

742-4842

Vair

with

be given to the students of our
school for the support they
gave to the telegram for Rick
Bryant. Rick arrived home last
weekend and was very appreciative of the thoughtfulness of the
"gang at Waterloo." He said
that he hoped to be back to
school in a couple of weeks and
was looking forward to seeing
"the place" again.
Yes, Great Expectations were
reached last weekend and, by
the look of things, even greater
ones will be had in the future.
Waterloo, congratulations!

engaging

ideas.

.$150.00
Model No. TR123150
from the
"Diamond Treasure" Collection

Come in and see our engaging fashions. Styles as modern
as tomorrow.
Made in England.
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SPORTS NEWS CONT'D FROM PAGE 11
could hear was the Brethren, up the loyal Loyolians. The
song: Happy Home Homecombooming out inspiring song after
ing.
They never recovered from
without
song. Cheer after cheer
one.
be
heard
from
the
that
letup, could
talking with Coach
secWhile
of
the
Lutheran
direction
tion. Vocally, and in spirit we Knight, I asked him what he
outclassed Loyola. Then, a few thought of this year's fan supminutes before half-time, with port and spirit, "Toughie" said
that it was 100% better than last
the score 26-1, came the pieceyear. On this campus we should
de-resistence. En masse, the entire Lutheran contingent, rose all be proud of our athletic programs. When a winning team
and with one little ditty we devestated, humiliated and shook comes along, it catches every-

Everyone
imagination.
one's
likes a winner. Dave Knight is
a winner. •He eats, sleeps and
thinks football. Football isn't
just a pastime with him; it's his
life.
Coach Knight was born and
raised in West Virginia. Played
football in High School and College. At the University of West
Virginia he played fullback in
his last year. He finished his
last years there at centre. Upon
graduating, he went to teach in
South-Western Ohio. In six years
of high-school football he had a
very impressive

woh-lost-tied re-

cord: 50-7-3.

When Mr. Nichols, Director of
Student Affairs contacted Coach
Knight about coming to Canada,
he knew very little about us and
our football. But a better position
is a better position is a better
position. So here he is. I asked
Dave Knight what his winning
formula is. He feels that a head
coach must sell himself and his
principles. Coach Knight is devoted to football. He thinks that
when playing football, nothing
should be more important than
football. This devotion is reflected in our team. The boys are
proud of themselves and they
want to win. And they are winCongratulations
Coach
ning.
Knight.
During the course of Saturday
afternoon eight Loyola bodies
■
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were taken off the field for medical supervision. Unfortunately,
one of these players, Jim Robinson, the Warrior quarterback,
was rushed to the hospital withwhat happened to be a broken
neck. We are all relieved to hear
that such wasn't the case. The
extent of the injury was a pinched nerve, and Jim is now recovering nicely.

So. Who needs ratings?
After moving up in the national. ratings to fifth place, we
dropped to ninth after our Carle-

October 21.
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versity of Waterloo in Seagram's
Stadium. This will be a tough
game and an exciting one from
the fans angle. One, U. of W.
1. Varsity
has a score to settle, (In case
2. Queens
you don't know, we won last
3. Western
year.) Two, It's their homecom4. McMaster
ing. And three, they don't feel
5. McGill
comfortable in our company.
6. Waterloo Lutheran
(Translated, they hate our guts.)
University
When asked about the "Plumb7. St. Francis Xavier
ers", Coach Knight had a few
8. Alberta
things to say about Saturday's
9. Saskatchewan
game. "U. of W. has some good
10. Ottawa.
players. They play sound
ball
McMaster is 3-0 for the season.
football. Up until recently they
"WUC is 4-0. McGill beat Loyola hadn't quite jelled as a team.
31-0, we beat Loyola 46-1. Yet But with each game they are
these two teams are ranked
becoming a better club."
ahead of Lutheran. AU I can
But don't put your money on
say is, he who laughs last laughs,
the "Plumbers." Our boys would
best.
leave town if they lost to the
The game against McMaster University of Waterloo.
Maurauders on Saturday, OctobJust a few questions before
er 29 is at their stadium. This
closing. An article was publishis the most important game for
ed last week in the Cord by
the Golden Hawks this season.
John Watson. In it John expressHawks
have
With the record the
his feelings on why WUC
ed
compiled this season, I am sure
acquire a Physical and
should
everyone on campus is proud of
Education Program. Did
Health
our football team. Well this is
anybody read it? Did the admina game in which little things
istration read it?. Is there any
is
are going to count. McMaster
reason why we should not have
the team to beat and we can one? If there is, what is it?
do it. But the team needs your Anyone with ideas on this subject
support. For a football player,
should speak up. You can reach
knowing that everybody is beme through the Cord" Office.
to
hind him and believes him
be a winner, is a great feeling,
going into an important game.
Therefore every student on this
campus should be at that game.
The WUC tennis team took
Bus's are being arranged for
top
honours in an inter-eol'legiby the Letterman's club. Informtournament at York Universation concerning this will be ate
ity,
October 7. York, Ryersoa
it
posted in a few days. When
and Laurentian University also
a
you
that
have
make
sure
is,
competed in the | contest.
seat on one of those buses. Score
Winners of the singles match
the hell out of McMaster! Be
were
Bob Pritohard, lan Mckay
there!
and
Kit
Tatum. Nick Yankoff
steamthe
Plummer
Saturday
Greene combined to
Shelley
and
roller!
make the win for the doubles,
This Saturday October 22, at
entry.
meets
the
Uni.2:00 p.m. WUC

ton win (figure that one out).
Then with our formidable thrashing of Loyola we moved up the
sixth spot. Here they are:

Tennis
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THE SHORTEE SPORTEE SKI SCENE
by Ian Baker

Corduroy "Rancher" Outerwear i
IM h.I.SAvailable
$£
at
exclusively in Kitchener

kg

213 KING STREET WEST

KITCHENER

||

OPEN DAILY 'TILL 6 P.M.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 'TILL 9 P.M.
"Student Charge Accounts"

College Sports

Skiing in. NorDh America has
been the fastest growing and
most popular of all winter sports
in the last decade with the greatest increase of interest coming
within the last three years. The
mass exodus from all major
Eastern Canadian centres to
Vermont, the Laurentians, Muskoka and Collingwood, begins as
soon as the snow flies and continues until just patches of slush
remain. The avid skier will
travel hundreds of miles every
week-end and often take a week

of his holidays to glide on the
slopes of one of the numerous
automated ski centres. The ski
club at WUC has planned a
week-end trip to the Laurentians
and regular trips to nearby centres for one day of the weekend.
The following is a subject
which is generally met by opposition from the true masters
of the sport but I think that if
you have never experienced the
thrill and ease of SHORTEES
SKIS you should hold judgement
until you try them. Shortees are
not a new idea but are only now
getting a start in North America.

(KITCHENER)
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AVAILABLE
ONLY AT:
COLLEGE SPORTS

DROP IN AND SEE OUR NEW SKI LINES, EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING
EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR 'HEAD' SKI EQUIPMENT IN K-W AREA

I was one of the first of the new
breed of "lazy" skiers to use
Shortees two winters ago in the
Laurentians and I will never go
back to long boards again. These
were only 33 inches long and the
standard width (the shortest)
but the range available in Shortees extends to five feet nine
inches. These skis enabled me to
follow the pros through all the
toughest courses without any
qualms, totally relaxed and under control.
A recent article in McLeans
by
Robert Cameron entitled
SHORTEES: A NEW THRILL
ON SKIS claims that they will
provide "instant skiing" bo any
non-skier between 17 and 70.
Cameron suggests that the novice use the 33 inch variety to
become accustomed to the new
sensation and afterwards change
to the longer version of the
Shortee. The reason for change
is that the smaller type are impossible in deep or even powder
conditions since the surface area
of the ski is rather limited and
a move to a length of approximately 5 feet does not hinder
manoeuvrability but increases the
speed and stability almost to
the capabilities of the conventional length. Apart from all
these advantages the shortees
decrease the possibilities of getting hurt because of the reduced
leverage. Going horne—throw
them in the trunk, no more ski
racks. : ,
The Head Ski Co. states that
Shortees give 10 times the fun
for one tenth the effort.

.

Snow Hawk Ski Club Presents
SKI WEEKEND 1967.
Place: St. Sauveur, Quebec.
Date: January 13, 14, 15.
Cost: $39 Complete
(Meals, Tows, etc.)
No. of Places: 120
A $10 deposit must be submitted by Nov. 16 to the Ski

Club.

